ERRATUM BROCHURE 19-20

IBERIAN PENINSULA AND MOROCCO

-PAGE 24.- GREAT IBERIAN TOUR END SEVILLE / GREAT IBERIAN TOUR
STOP YES is not allowed.

-PAGE 28.- SPANISH OLE/SPANISH OLE WITH LISBON/IBERIAN HOLIDAYS
STOP YES is not allowed.

-PAGE 32.- MADRID AND MAGICAL MOROCCO END MARRAKESH/MADRID AND MAGICAL MOROCCO
STOP YES is not allowed.

Option 2: Dinner in Seville is not included on day 11.

-PAGE 34.- SPAIN AND MAGICAL MOROCCO/SPAIN, MOROCCO AND PORTUGAL
STOP YES is not allowed.

Dinner in Seville is not included on day 13.

UK. IRELAND AND FRANCE

-PAGE 40.- AONGHUS YOUTH/UNITED KINGDOM AND IRELAND
STOP YES is not allowed.

-PAGE 42.- ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND IRELAND EN DUBLIN/ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND IRELAND
STOP YES is not allowed.

-PAGE 43.- SCOTLAND
STOP YES is not allowed.

-PAGE 43.- SCOTLAND FROM LONDON
Transfer to Candem District in London is not included.

-PAGE 44.- A LIFE EN ROSE
STOP YES is not allowed.

Transfer to Candem District in London is not included.

-PAGE 50.- FRANCE MON AMOUR/FRENCH RING
STOP YES is not allowed.

Right prices for option 2:
PAGE 52. - LOVELY FRANCE WITH BARCELONA/LOVELY FRANCE AND SPAIN

STOP YES is not allowed.

MEDITERRANEAN AND BALKANS

PAGE 69.- TURKEY

City tours in Kusadasi and Izmir are not included.

-PAGE 71.- CROATIA, BOSNIA AND SLOVENIA

STOP YES and ROTARY are not allowed.

Departure 01st January 2020 is high season.

PAGE 76.- MISTIC GREECE WITH ISLANDS

SECTOR is not allowed.

PAGE 77.- ROME TO ATHENS WITH ISLANDS

SECTOR is not allowed.

PAGE 78.- GREECE WITH AEGEAN CRUISE

SECTOR is not allowed.

SCANDINAVIA, BALTICS AND RUSSIA

PAGE 94/95.- NORTHERN EUROPE AND ST PETERSBURG/ GERMANY, SCANDINAVIA AND RUSSIA

Departure 05th March 2020 is low season.

PAGE 96.- ST PETERBURG AND MOSCOW/A NEW RUSSIAN ROUTE

DEPARTURES DATES OPTION 2:

Apr.19: 28
May.19: 26
Jun.19: 23
Jul.19: 21
Aug.19: 25
Sep.19: 15, 29
Oct. 19: 13

PAGE 98.- CLASSICAL RUSSIA

Departure 10th November 2020 is low season.

CENTRAL AND EAST EUROPE

PAGE 110.- CENTRAL EUROPE/BEAUTIFUL EUROPE

Op.2 BEAUTIFUL EUROPE

DAYS 1-13 AS IN OP.1

Day 14 is:

14 SUN. Vienna - Budapest.-

EUROPEAN TOURS

PAGE 198.- GREEN PANORAMA/WONDERFUL HOLIDAYS END BERLIN/WONDERFUL HOLIDAYS

Ferry included - Colchester (UK) to Hoek van Holland (NL)

ORIENT

PAGE 224.- TRADITIONAL JAPAN AND NORTH OF JAPAN

SECTOR and PASSENGER CLUB are allowed.

Tour includes - High Speed Train: Kyoto-Tokyo.

PAGE 226.- SPIRITUAL AND MODERN CHINA/TRADITIONAL CHINA

High Speed Train: Shanghai-Luoyang, - Only for option 2.

PAGE 231.- MANILA AND PALAWAN BEACHES

SECTOR and PASSENGER CLUB are allowed.

PAGE 232.- MANILA AND PUERTO GALERA/MANILA, PUERTO GALERA AND NORTH OF PHILIPPINES/PHILIPPINES FULL TOUR

Option 1 – 5 lunches or dinners included in: Manila (2), Taal, Puerto Galera (2)

SPECIAL INDIAN

PAGE 243.- CENTRAL EUROPEAN PEARL/CENTRAL EUROPEAN PEARL END BUDAPEST

STOP YES is not allowed.

PAGE 244.- CENTRAL EUROPEAN GLORY/CENTRAL EUROPEAN GLORY WITH PARIS

STOP YES is not allowed.

PAGE 245. - ESSENTIAL ITALY

STOP YES is not allowed.

PAG. 245 ESSENTIAL ITALY AND AUSTRIA
Additional services included:

Boat: Vaporetto in Venice.
City tour in: Rome, Florence, Venice.
Evening Transfer: Trastevere in Rome.
Transfer: Piazzale Michelangelo in Florence.
Ticket admission: Roman Coliseum, Saint Mark’s Basilica and Murano Glass Factory in Venice.

Day 9 of the itinerary missing:

09 SUN. Zurich - Grindelwald- Lucerne- Zurich.-
TODAY´S HIGHLIGHTS: Admire the fantastic landscapes. Cable car included to Grindelwald first. Lunch included.

Today’s stage has beautiful landscapes with high mountains and lakes. Breathtaking scenery. Grindelwald where we will have time for a coffee before taking the cable car (ticket included) up to Grindelwald first. We will walk along the path (30 minutes) in which we shall be able to take the “footbridge over the empty” among the fantastic scenery enjoying glaciers around us. Lunch included (vegetarian option available). After that we continue through the region of Interlaken to Lucerne, one of the most beautiful cities in Switzerland. Time at the end of the day to stroll, enjoy the city and dine before returning to the hotel in Zurich.

Additional services Option 2 - Lisbon